What exactly is austerity?
Answer, it’s just a huge, provable lie!
And what about the Tory politicians who today are
pushing forward with even more austerity cutbacks?
Answer, they are simply traitors to the British people
and to the truth!
Cutbacks to the NHS. Cutbacks affecting the elderly and the vulnerable.
Cutbacks to the police and law and order. Cutbacks to the armed forces and
our ability to defend ourselves. Cutbacks to deliberately distress our nation’s
sovereignty and feeling of well-being. And all being done in the name of
‘austerity’, a completely provable lie!
And what is that lie? Simply this – we are told by politicians and mainstream
economists that if the British government’s taxation receipts and other income
does not meet the government’s actual expenditure, then the government has
to borrow the difference from the private banking and financial sector. What
used to be called the Public Sector Borrowing Requirement is now more widely
known today as the Deficit – the Deficit that has triggered so much misery for
people and destruction in our economy. It’s all a complete and utter lie!
What the bankers, financiers and our treasonous politicians won’t tell you is
this. Historically, any sovereign nation has the absolute right to issue and
control through its treasury (not its privately controlled central bank) its own
debt-free and interest-free money based on the wealth and potential of that
nation in order to provide the liquidity needed for a happy and prosperous
nation. There is absolutely no need at all to go cap in hand to the debt-creating
criminal banksters!
And this is NOT ‘just printing money’ like our system-serving politicians will try
and tell you, and it certainly doesn’t lead to hyperinflation. Called ‘National
Credit’, it works….and history can show this!
Google ‘Colonial Scrip’, the ‘Greenback Dollar’ and the ‘Guernsey Pound’. But
best of all, Google the 1914 ‘Bradbury Pound’….the debt-free and interest-free
HM Treasury-issued money which worked brilliantly at the outbreak of the First
World War….until the banksters scuppered it as they were unable to make a
killing out of the killing on the Western Front!

Now if you think that this is all too good to be true, ask yourself, how much do
you actually know about money creation and money supply?
For instance, how many people reading this leaflet have heard of the Bank for
International Settlements? How many know that this secretive, unaccountable
Swiss-based organisation is responsible for sixty central banks (including the
Bank of England, the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank) and for
overseeing 95% of the world’s money?
The reality is that nearly all of us are victims of a massive and virtually
unknown criminal scam being undertaken by the Establishment – that is the
private bankers, the corporate financiers and the secretive Crown Corporation
that all make up The City of London! Thanks to insiders and whistle-blowers,
we now know the truth about how money is actually created as debt out of thin
air and who does the creating. And this truth, along with the restoration of the
Treasury-issued, debt-free Bradbury Pound, would ensure that our nation goes
from experiencing austerity and fear to experiencing real happiness, real
financial stability and real prosperity for all.
Debt-free ‘National Credit’ would immediately be issued to ensure that:


The NHS and other supporting services would have no deficit or funding
difficulties to meet all their needs and requirements in securing the good
health and well-being of all, including, of course, the elderly, the vulnerable
and the disadvantaged.



Some sort of universal basic income scheme could be introduced to replace
much of the complex and invasive welfare and benefits system.



Student fees would be immediately abolished – education at all levels would
be free without question.



The armed services would be restored to a level where our nation’s security
and sovereignty is not dependent on other nations’ armed forces.



Community policing would also be restored to the level needed.



People would have real and practical help, including interest-free loans, to set
up their own businesses.



The nation’s skills shortage would be completely reversed by greatly
increasing the number of apprenticeships for young people.



British ship-building and other traditional heavy industries would be given a
new lease of life.



Roads, railways, power stations, schools and other vital infrastructure for the
nation would be improved, maintained and constructed to a very high
standard.

When you get home today, please go to this link and read this newly published
E-book. And then please join the campaign to bring back the Bradbury Pound.
Thank you! The British Constitution Group & UK Column (www.ukcolumn.org)

http://www.thebcgroup.co.uk/What_Exactly_is_Austerity_V1.0.pdf

